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a b s t r a c t
A ﬂexible, parchment paper/PDMS based platform for local wound oxygenation is fabricated and characterized. The platform consists of a PDMS microﬂuidic network bonded to a parchment paper substrate.
Generation of oxygen occurs by ﬂowing H2 O2 through the channels and chemically decomposing it via
a catalyst embedded in laser-deﬁned regions of the parchment paper. PDMS is bonded to parchment
paper using partially cured PDMS followed by a brief air plasma treatment, resulting in a strong bond. For
pressures below 110 Torr the parchment paper is observed to be impermeable to water and hydrogen
peroxide. The oxygen permeability of parchment paper is measured to be 1.42 L/(Torr mm2 min). Using
a peroxide ﬂow rate of 250 L/min, oxygen generation in the catalyst spots raises the oxygen level on the
opposite side of the parchment paper from atmospheric levels (21%) to 25.6%, with a long-term (30 h)
generation rate of 0.1 L O2 /min/mm2 . This rate is comparable to clinically proven levels for adequate
healing. Device and material in vitro biocompatibility is conﬁrmed with NIH 3T3 ﬁbroblast cells via alamar
blue assays.
© 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Suboptimal oxygenation of the wound bed is a major healing
inhibitor in chronic wounds [1–4]. A chronic wound is one which
does not heal in an orderly or timely manner (i.e. three months) due
to an inadequate healing microenvironment. Unlike acute injuries
that receive sufﬁcient oxygen via a functional blood vessel network,
chronic wounds often suffer from a lack of a proper vascular network incapable of providing sufﬁcient oxygen for tissue growth.
While the lack of oxygen may trigger vascular regeneration [5], the
severity and depth of wounds can prevent adequate regeneration,
causing wound ischemia [6].
Modern medical treatment of hypoxic chronic wounds typically
employs hyperbaric oxygen therapy [7–11], which requires bulky
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equipment and often exposes large areas of the body to unnecessarily elevated oxygen concentrations that can damage healthy
tissue. Hence, such methods require very careful and periodic
oxygen administration to avoid hyper-oxygenation of tissue surrounding the wound. In a more practical approach, recent research
has endorsed transdermal oxygen therapy (TOT) as a viable and
effective method for oxygenating a hypoxic wound [12–16]. A variety of wound dressings can be used to create an enclosure around a
wound which can entrap oxygen generated from an external source
(e.g. oxygen tank), restricting oxygen exposure to only the wound
region while reducing the amount of healthy tissue that is exposed
to hyper-oxygenation.
One of the latest embodiments of TOT technologies is a handheld
system (EPIFLO, Ogenix, Ft. Lauderdale, FL) that concentrates oxygen from the environment and pumps it through a piece of tubing
that it feeds into the wound dressing [17,18]. The system is capable
of producing oxygen continuously at a rate of 3 mL/h for up to 15
days (at atmospheric pressure), which has been shown to be sufﬁcient for an expedited healing process. This product is deﬁnitely an
improvement over previous systems, as it allows for patient mobil-
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Fig. 1. Cross-sectional schematic of the oxygen-releasing platform at a single catalyst-loaded spot.

ity and limits oxygen exposure to the wound bed. However, the
system is still bulky, expensive, and does not provide a means to
selectively deliver oxygen to the hypoxic regions within the wound.
The treatment of such wounds would greatly beneﬁt from the use
of a localized method for oxygen delivery with improved spatial
and temporal precision.
In this work, we present a low-cost alternative for continuous
O2 delivery consisting of an inexpensive, paper-based, biocompatible, ﬂexible platform for locally generating and delivering oxygen
to selected hypoxic regions. The platform takes advantage of recent
developments in the fabrication of ﬂexible microsystems, including the incorporation of paper as a substrate [19–22] and the use
of inexpensive laser machining process [23–25]. The use of paper
simultaneously provides structural ﬂexibility as well as selective
ﬁltering functionality, i.e., it allows for oxygen to pass through while
preventing aqueous solutions to reach the tissue. The laser machining enables the precise deﬁnition of oxygen generating regions that
match the hypoxic wound proﬁle. Together these two technologies
enable the development of a low-cost patch/wound-dressing with
customized, wound-speciﬁc oxygen generating regions.
2. Design and fabrication
The platform consists of a ﬂexible microﬂuidic network bonded
to a parchment paper substrate, as illustrated in Fig. 1. A key feature is the use of a laser-patterned parchment paper as the primary
structural/functional substrate. Parchment paper is a hydrophobic material by design; however, it can be ablated using a CO2
laser to selectively create hydrophilic regions [26]. This technique
is applied to deﬁne an array of hydrophilic spots. The natural mesh
structure of the paper allows the spots to be embedded with chemicals suspended in an aqueous solution. For the present application,
the spots are loaded with a chemical catalyst, MnO2 . When H2 O2
is injected through the microchannel network, it reaches the spot
array, and is decomposed by the catalyst, resulting in oxygen generation [27–29]:
2H2 O2 → 2H2 O + O2
The generated O2 diffuses through the paper and oxygenates the
wound bed directly below the catalyst spot for as long as H2 O2 ﬂows
in the microchannel. The use of a biocompatible structural material allows the platform to be integrated into commercial wound
dressings that are in contact with the wound bed.
The fabrication process of the oxygen generating platform
is shown in Fig. 2. It consists of making laser-deﬁned patterns

on parchment paper, creating microchannels on a PDMS substrate, and bonding the layers together. The entire procedure is
straightforward and requires no complex cleanroom processing.
First, the catalyst spot pattern is laser-ablated onto a parchment
paper substrate (30 m thick). The paper is then dipped (1 s) into
a 0.1N KMnO4 aqueous solution followed by a dip (1 s) in a 0.1N KI
aqueous solution. This results in the deposition of KMnO4 and KI
only onto the ablated pattern. The two reactants yield MnO2 via the
following reaction
KI (aq) + 2KMnO4 (aq) + H2 O (l)
→ KIO3 (aq) + 2KOH (aq) + 2MnO2 (s).
Next, PDMS (polydimethyl siloxane, Dow Corning Sylgard 184)
is spin-coated on a silanized silicon wafer and cured on a hotplate (100 ◦ C, 20 min) for a ﬁnal thickness of 200 m. The PDMS
is transferred onto an acrylic substrate and laser-machined to create through-hole regions with the same pattern as the catalyst.
The patterned PDMS is exposed to air plasma (75 W, 1 min) in
a plasma etcher (PLASMOD, Tegal Corporation, Richmond, CA),
stamped onto uncured PDMS, and partially cured on a hotplate
(65 ◦ C, 5 min). Next, the PDMS is bonded to the patterned parchment paper by plasma-treating both materials and bringing them

Fig. 2. Fabrication procedure (a) laser-pattern parchment paper, (b) deposit catalyst, (c and d) laser-machine 200 m thick PDMS, (e) bond paper to PDMS by
stamping partially-cured PDMS, (f–h) mold PDMS microchannels, (i) bond the PDMS
microchannels to the paper substrate after plasma treatment.
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in contact. Finally, 150 m-deep microchannels are fabricated in
PDMS by casting onto a laser-machined acrylic mold, and they
are subsequently bonded to the parchment paper structure after
plasma treatment.
A modiﬁed structure was also fabricated for the PDMSparchment paper bond strength characterization and measurement of gas permeability through the parchment paper. The
structure consisted of a 14 mm × 14 mm × 4 mm piece of PDMS
with a circular chamber of 8 mm diameter and 2 mm height. For
the bond strength tests, the PDMS chamber was bonded to a piece
of parchment paper either (1) directly, (2) with an intermediate
layer of partially cured PDMS, or (3) with an intermediate layer
of uncured PDMS. In all cases, both surfaces were treated with air
plasma (75 W, 1 min), then brought into contact, and ﬁnally allowed
to completely cure on a hotplate at 65 ◦ C. The best bonding technique (using partially cured PDMS) was then used to fabricate a test
device with the same design for characterizing the gas permeability
of the parchment paper.
3. Experimental setup
The devices were characterized in terms of the paper-PDMS
bond strength, gas permeability, oxygen generation capability, and
biocompatibility. The bond strength of the PDMS-paper interface
was measured using the modiﬁed test devices. A stainless steel
needle was used for the ﬂuid connection and its perimeter was
sealed with silicone adhesive. A syringe pump was used to pump
water into the device at a rate of 250 L/h while the pressure was
measured using a digital pressure gauge (DPG4000, OMEGA Engineering Inc.). The pressure immediately before device failure was
recorded. A similar setup was used to assess the permeability of
parchment paper to air. A syringe pump was used to pump air into
a test PDMS-parchment paper device bonded using partially cured
PDMS and plasma. The pressure in the chamber was measured at
various gas ﬂow rates and was used to calculate the permeability
of the paper substrate.
The fabricated devices were also tested for oxygen generation
and permeation across the parchment paper. A syringe pump was
used to drive H2 O2 through the device to induce oxygen generation
at the catalyst-loaded spots. A ﬁber-optic oxygen measurement
system (NeoFox, OceanOptics, Dunedin, FL) was used to measure
the oxygen concentration on the opposite side of the parchment
paper, recording the oxygen level at catalyst-free and catalystloaded regions.
The oxygen level at a single spot was also monitored for 30 h to
determine the long-term generation rate. This was achieved using
a modiﬁed oxygen platform with a single channel and a catalyst
spot. To measure the oxygen generated at a catalyst spot, a PDMS
chamber (8 mm-diameter, 5 mm height, and 3 mm wall thickness)
was attached to the paper side of the test device directly covering the catalyst. Next, the ﬁber optic oxygen sensing probe was
inserted into the chamber (through a small opening in the PDMS)
and sealed with silicone adhesive. A 3% hydrogen peroxide solution
was subsequently pumped though the microchannel at 250 L/h to
generate oxygen at the catalyst location and, hence, in the PDMS
chamber. The oxygen concentration in the chamber was monitored
over 30 h and used to calculate the average generation rate (total
oxygen volume divided by total operation time).
The transport kinetics of the generated oxygen were investigated to determine the maximum hydrogen peroxide ﬂow rate
that would permit accurate delivery of oxygen at its generation
location. Oxygen generated at a spot must remain at the spot
for sufﬁcient time to allow its permeation across the parchment
paper; thus, if the peroxide ﬂow rate is too high, the generated
oxygen will be transported downstream and may permeate the
parchment paper at an unintended location. The effect of the

liquid ﬂow rate was determined by measuring the oxygen level
(using the same ﬁber-optic system mentioned above) across the
parchment paper at various distances from the point of generation
under different ﬂow rates.
To determine the in vitro biocompatibility of the parchment
paper, 3T3 ﬁbroblast cells with a cell density of 1 × 105 cells/sample
were seeded on the surface of the parchment paper. Since the surface of the parchment paper is hydrophobic, a short (1 min) plasma
treatment was applied before the cell seeding process. Cells with
the same density were seeded onto the parchment paper with
catalyst, parchment paper without catalyst, and a standard well
plate (as a control). After 6 h, alamar blue assays were carried out
to determine the cytotoxicity of the samples. For the alamar blue
assays, the cells were cultured for 6 h and subsequently incubated
with 500 L of alamarBlue® (InvitrogenTM , Life Technologies, Inc.)
solution for 3 h at 37 ◦ C. Next, 100 L of reduced alamarBlue® solution was transferred into a 96-well plate for optical absorbance
measurements at 570 nm (excitation) and 600 nm (emission).
High concentrations of H2 O2 are known to be toxic to cells [30];
hence, separation of H2 O2 ﬂow from the cell-seeded region needed
to be veriﬁed. Assembled PDMS-parchment paper devices were
modiﬁed to include an additional 200 m layer of PDMS bonded to
the exposed parchment paper. This layer contained through-holes
to form wells around the catalyst-loaded parchment paper regions.
The wells were used both to contain and culture the cells, as well
as to ensure that the cells remained aligned on top of the oxygenreleasing spots throughout the experiment. In this experiment, the
devices were ﬁrst treated with plasma. Then 3T3 ﬁbroblast cells
with a density of 5 × 104 cells/sample were seeded on the surface of the devices. Next, a 3% of H2 O2 solution at a ﬂow rate of
250 L/h was introduced through the channels for 15 hours. After
15 h of culture time, alamar blue assays were performed to measure
cell proliferation. As a control group, we cultured cells on devices
without any H2 O2 ﬂow.
4. Results and discussion
The photographs in Fig. 3 show a fabricated oxygen generation device with four spots loaded with MnO2 . Fig. 3(a and b)

Fig. 3. Photographs of (a) a laser-patterned disk on parchment paper, (b) a magniﬁed
view of the disk after loading with catalyst, and (c) top view of a completed device
with only four patterned disks (channels are 150 m deep; overall device thickness
is 1.5 mm).
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Fig. 5. The PDMS-parchment paper bond strength is highest when bonding using
partially-cured PDMS.

not expected to affect cell cultures on the opposite side of the
parchment paper as long as the liquid pressure remained below
this level.
Fig. 6 shows the gas permeability data for the parchment paper
measured using the test device. The pressure (P) versus gas ﬂow
rate (Q) data reveals a slope of 0.014 Torr/L/min. Since the test
devices have a parchment paper area (A) of 50.24 mm2 , the gas
permeability () of the paper can be computed to be
=

Fig. 4. SEM images of MnO2 particles in a laser-ablated spot on parchment paper.
(a) Catalyst deposited as an aqueous suspension of MnO2 particles results in large
material clumps on the paper surface. (b) Catalyst deposited by on-spot precipitation via the chemical reaction of two aqueous solutions of KI and KMnO4 results in
smaller, more uniformly distributed and entrapped particles.

displays the pattern deﬁnition capabilities of the process; the
laser-ablated spots are clearly deﬁned and their hydrophilicity
allows for precise patterning of the catalyst. The spots have a diameter of 800 m, but smaller (or larger) custom sizes are possible
down to the resolution limit of the laser system (125 m in our
case). Fig. 3c presents a device with only four catalyst spots deﬁned
on the paper even though the accompanying microﬂuidic network
can support eight spots. Hence, different wound-customized oxygen generating patches can be easily created by simply altering the
spot pattern on the paper without requiring modiﬁcations of the
microﬂuidics.
Magniﬁed views of a catalyst spot are shown in the SEM images
in Fig. 4. In Fig. 4a, an aqueous solution of powder MnO2 was cast
on the spot whereas in Fig. 4b, the same catalyst material was
deposited via a chemical reaction of two aqueous reactants (KI,
KMnO4 ). The images show the increased uniformity and smaller
particle size achievable with the reaction-deposition approach
as opposed to the powder casting method. With the reaction
approach, the wicking action of the paper in the catalyst spots
absorbs each of the reactants, allowing the catalyst precipitate to be
generated within the paper mesh for improved particle entrapment
and reduced catalyst washout rate during operation.
The characterization data for the PDMS-parchment paper bond
strength is shown in Fig. 5. This test compared the bond strength
of parchment paper bonded to PDMS as described in the fabrication section using (1) fully cured PDMS, (2) partially cured PDMS,
and (3) uncured PDMS. The results show that a maximum pressure was achieved when bonding the two materials using partially
cured PDMS. This method created a bond capable of withstanding
up to 323 Torr. During these tests, the parchment paper was also
observed to be impermeable to aqueous solutions for pressures
below 110 Torr. Hence, the ﬂow of H2 O2 in the channels was

Q 1
≈ 1.42 L/(Torr mm2 min).
P A

For a maximum pressure of 110 Torr (after which H2 O2 may
permeate through the paper), the paper is suitable for oxygen
generation rates of up to about 4.91 L/min/spot. This value is sufﬁciently high to allow oxygen permeation at a typical wound oxygen
consumption rate of 3 mL/h [15] with only eleven 200-m diameter
spots.
The ability to increase the oxygen level across parchment paper
was conﬁrmed with direct oxygen measurements using an optical oxygen sensor positioned 1 mm above the paper surface. An
increase of oxygen concentration from 20.9% to 25.6% was observed
on the exposed side of the paper for regions with catalyst (Fig. 7).
Long-term (30 h) measurements of continuous oxygen generation
revealed a constant oxygen generation rate of 0.1 L O2 /min/mm2
(Fig. 8). A comparable level of oxygenation (0.3 L O2 /min/mm2 )
has been previously shown to effectively promote epithelial healing
in a rabbit ear wound model [12]. Thus, our platform can generate oxygen at a sufﬁciently high rate to alter the oxygen level in
the microenvironment of a wound and improve wound healing.
Although the platform would require regular replacement (with
an optional new catalyst deposition) throughout the duration of

Fig. 6. The gas permeability of parchment paper was determined from the pressure
vs. air ﬂow rate proﬁle. Parchment paper dimensions: radius = 4 mm, t = 30 m.
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Fig. 7. Partial pressure of oxygen in air at the parchment paper surface opposite the
reaction site.

Fig. 8. Long-term (30 h) oxygen generation proﬁle. Oxygen is generated at a rate of
0.1 L O2 /min/mm2 when ﬂowing 3% H2 O2 at 250 L/h. The peroxide concentration
and ﬂow rate can be increased to achieve generation rates that have been clinically
proven to effectively promote epithelial healing.

therapy, its replacement schedule (no more than once per day)
is no more burdensome than common wound dressings. The rate
of oxygenation can be further controlled by varying the number
of patterned spots, the amount of catalyst deposited on the spots,
and/or the ﬂow rate and concentration of H2 O2 .
The oxygen transport kinetics of the platform for various ﬂow
rates are shown in Fig. 9. The plot depicts the level of oxygen as

Fig. 9. Oxygen level across parchment paper as a function of the distance from the
generation location using various hydrogen peroxide ﬂow rates. Oxygen delivery
accuracy is optimum for H2 O2 ﬂow rates of 300 L/h or lower.

Fig. 10. The results of alamar blue assays of (a) a control sample (standard well
plate), parchment paper with catalyst, and patterned parchment paper without catalyst and (b) devices without H2 O2 , and with 3% H2 O2 at a ﬂow rate of 250 L/h.
For both experiments, 3T3 ﬁbroblast cells were seeded on the surface of the parchment paper or the channel devices (n = 3, standard deviation). For the alamar blue
assays, the cells were cultured for 6 h and subsequently incubated with 500 L of
alamarBlue® (InvitrogenTM , Life Technologies, Inc.) solution for 3 h at 37 ◦ C. Next,
100 L of reduced alamarBlue® solution was transferred into a 96-well plate for
optical absorbance measurements at 570 nm (excitation) and 600 nm (emission).
Error bars, ±SD. One-way ANOVA followed by Bonferroni test were performed
where appropriate to measure statistical signiﬁcance.

a function of the downstream distance from the point of oxygen
generation for various ﬂow rates of H2 O2 . The data show that for
the channels used (rectangular cross-section of 500 m × 200 m),
a ﬂow rate of 300 L/h is slow enough to provide generated oxygen with sufﬁcient time to permeate the channel and paper at the
generation spot. At higher ﬂow rates, however, cross-paper oxygen
levels peak at a location downstream from the generation spot,
suggesting that ﬂow rates higher than 300 L/h would result in
excessive lateral transport of oxygen that would prevent accurate
localized delivery. Therefore, the oxygen platform exhibits satisfactory performance as long as the H2 O2 ﬂow rate over a spot is
maintained at or below 300 L/h.
The biocompatibility results for the materials and ﬁnished
devices are shown in Fig. 10. The alamar blue assay performed
for 3T3 cells on parchment paper (Fig. 10a) showed no signiﬁcant
difference between the metabolic activities of cells seeded on the
culture dish as a control and that of the cells seeded on the two
parchment paper samples, with and without catalyst. These results
imply the biocompatibility of both the parchment paper and the
catalyst. Similarly, the analyses on the assembled structures with
ﬂowing H2 O2 showed no signiﬁcant difference in the metabolic
activities of the cells, compared to the control (Fig. 10b). This suggests that H2 O2 does not come into contact with the seeded cells
during device operation and implies the biocompatibility of the
fabricated oxygen generators.
The overall performance of the oxygen generation platform
is adequate for its intended application as a component of a
disposable oxygen therapy wound dressings. Future development will focus on practical packaging measures necessary for
clinical use. These include its incorporation into a commercial
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wound dressing as well as the implementation of an on-board
hydrogen peroxide source. The microﬂuidic design provides a convenient platform for encapsulating H2 O2 in a small (1–10 mL)
pre-pressurized chamber that delivers a continuous ﬂow through
the microchannels. For example, a reservoir with dimensions
100 mm × 100 mm × 1 mm would contain enough 3% H2 O2 solution
to generate about 100 mL O2 (4.41 mol O2 ), hence enabling a production rate of 3 mL O2 /h for up to 33 h at atmospheric pressure.
The peroxide concentration and/or the reservoir dimensions can
be adjusted to optimize the platform size or oxygenation capacity.
The oxygen release proﬁle for completely packaged devices will be
subsequently evaluated with in vitro and/or in vivo experiments.
5. Conclusions
We have developed an inexpensive, ﬂexible, paper-based oxygen generation platform for locally generating and delivering
oxygen to the microenvironment of chronic wounds. The platform
consists of a PDMS microﬂuidic network bonded to an array of laserdeﬁned (and hence, customizable) MnO2 -loaded hydrophilic spots
on an otherwise hydrophobic parchment paper substrate. H2 O2 is
introduced into the PDMS microchannels for the generation of oxygen via catalytic decomposition at the MnO2 spots. The generated
oxygen then permeates through the parchment paper to reach the
wound bed. Oxygen generation in the catalyst spots raised the oxygen level on the opposite side of the parchment paper to clinically
acceptable levels. An alamarBlue® assay using 3T3 cells revealed
that the parchment paper with and without MnO2 is not cytotoxic
and that the fabricated design isolates the seeded cells from H2 O2
ﬂow during the release of oxygen.
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